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Opsomming
Hierdie referaat spreek die feit aan dat baie Suid-Afrikaanse
skoolkinders nie leer om te lees of skryf nie, nóg in hul moedertaal nóg
in enige ander taal, om nie eens van geletterdheid in twee tale te praat
nie. ’n Noue vaardigheids-gebaseerde benadering tot lees en skryf word
as een van die grootste struikelblokke geïdentifiseer. Die skrywer
bespreek ’n aantal verwante vrae in die strewe na ’n betekenisvolle en
doeltreffende benadering tot geletterdheid en dubbelgeletterdheid. Die
benadering in hierdie referaat gee inhoud aan die meer geïntegreerde
siening van geletterdheid in die Hersiene Nasionale
Kurrikulumverklaring. Wat spesifiek uitgelig word is die idee van
ontwikkelende skryfwerk, wat maar vir baie leerkragte ’n vreemde
konsep bly. Voorbeelde van jong kinders se skryfwerk maak van hierdie
referaat ’n onderwyser-vriendelike teks.

Isishwankathelo
Eli phepha lithetha ngomba wabantwana besikolo abaninzi abangafundi
kakuhle ukufunda nokubhala ngolwimi lwabo okanye ‘nangaluphi na
olunye ulwimi’, ingakumbi ngeelwimi ezimbini. Indlela egqale
ekufundiseni izakhono zokwakhiwa kwamagama nokwakhiwa kolwimi
njengendlela yokufundisa ukufunda nokubhala iphawulwe njengeyona
ndlela engunobangela wokungafundiswa kakuhle kokufunda nokubhala.
Umbhali ushukuxa imiba echaphazelanayo ekufuneka ithathelwe
ingqalelo kwiphulo lokwenza ubuchule bokufunda nokubhala ngolwimi
olunye okanye nangeelwimi ezimbini bufundwe ngendlela esebenzayo
nenika intsingiselo ebantwaneni. Indlela yokufundisa ukufunda
nokubhala elandelwa leli phepha yenza umbono wokudibanisa iindlela
ngeendlela zokufundisa ubuchule bokufunda nokubhala indlela
ephathekayo ekwiNkcazelo yeKharityhulamu yeSizwe eHlaziyiweyo
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A Paradigm Shift in Literacy Understandings
Large numbers of children in South Africa do not learn to read and write in
either the mother tongue or any ‘other tongue’ 1. Foundation phase, senior
primary and high school teachers identify children’s ‘lack of literacy’,
especially a reluctance or inability to write, as a major problem. Apart from
the many well-known issues that have confounded education under apartheid, the issue of pedagogical approach to teaching literacy in the early
years has been identified as an important contributing factor (Bloch 1994).
A reading of the Department of Education’s Revised National Curriculum
Statement Grades R–9 (Schools) Policy (DoE 2002) suggests that the DoE
is attending to this. However, for change to happen in the classroom,
teachers have to engage with and understand a different paradigm around
early literacy teaching and learning from the one which they are presently
comfortable with.
Teacher educators and classroom teachers need to recognise that the
paradigm (or way of seeing) we hold about a phenomenon determines or
influences the way we look at it. The paradigm influences the boundaries
we fix around what we expect to see, what questions we should ask and
what answers we should accept – and these again determine what we see
(Edelsky 1986). For the phenomenon of early literacy learning, the paradigm we are moving away from involves viewing literacy as being made up
of sets of technical skills, separate from any real context. Because it is seen
like this, the emphasis is on the teaching and practice of skills. The skills
thought to be needed for reading and writing are taught to children, from
simple to complex and from part to whole with an emphasis on phonics,
letter formation, and neat handwriting. Many teachers believe that children
can only use writing and reading for meaningful and real reasons once they
know these ‘basics’.
The ‘new’ paradigm suggests that we need to see literacy as being part
of people’s daily social and cultural practices. What people do with reading
and writing is significant. Teaching reading and writing involves children in
doing meaningful activities with written language from the start. These
help them understand what reading and writing is used for as well as how
to use it. Technical skills are learnt at the same time as they actually learn to
read by reading and to write by writing (Smith 1979), with a focus on
making meaning.
Many teacher educators and teachers ask, ‘WHY do we need to do this?’
This is fairly easy to answer: Teaching skills on their own often doesn’t
work, particularly with learners from poor communities who see very
little print displayed and used in their language/s and where families have
few reasons to read and write in daily life. Children come to school
having had few opportunities to develop important understandings and
Enabling effective literacy learning in multilingual South African early childhood classrooms
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Views about Literacy
Endnotes
I have already referred above to the following two major theoretical ap-

to literacy.
The version
first hasofsystemically
gripped
school
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2. Literacy is social and cultural in nature and forms part of people’s daily
life practices (Street 1995, Brice Heath 1983, Barton 1994). People
have (multiple) literacies rather than a single literacy. Skills are learned as
you use them to do something personally meaningful. The focus is on
what people do with literacy.
A third complementary theoretical stance exists for early literacy. It arises
out of interdisciplinary research into young children’s learning and early
language/literacy development:
3. Emergent reading and writing /whole language (Holdaway 1979,
Goodman 1986). Young children construct their own literacy in personally useful and meaningful ways as part of developmental and social
learning processes.
The influence of 2) and 3) are reflected in the Revised National Curriculum Statement document. For instance, teachers are expected to be:
... moving away from the ‘reading readiness approach’ which held that
children were not ready to start learning to read and write until they were
able to perform sub-skills such as auditory discrimination and visual discrimination, and had developed their fine and large motor skills to a certain
level (DoE 2002: 9).

Most importantly, skills:
... do not have to be in place before a learner can start to read and write and can
and should be developed during children’s early learning experiences. (ibid)
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about their daily activities. Motivation is high because they use language to

get things done as they are learning it and emotional satisfaction (affect) is
tied intimately into the experience. Don Holdaway says:
There is no more successful example of language learning than that provided
by mastery of native language during infancy. Since time before history,
regardless of race, class or educational background, families have succeeded
in transmitting their native language to their infants – or their infants have
succeeded in learning the language within a natural environment of language
use. (Holdaway 1979:19)

Attention to very young children who have learned to read and write
before school has led to realisations that under particular conditions, the
ways that young children learn oral and written language tends to be more
similar than different (Meek 1982, Bissex 1980). The different aspects of
language (talking, listening, reading, writing, translating and interpreting in
multilingual settings) are interrelated and learned together. Recognition is
given to the importance for literacy learning of young children’s symbolic
play and the way that children learn through play and imagination generally. When children learn oral and written language by playing with language they develop phonological awareness, an important literacy learning
skill (Goswami and Bryant 1990). Telling and listening to stories is valued
and promoted (Chukovsky 1963, Vygotsky 1978) because it exposes
children to a rich and complex form of language (Wells 1985, Gussin Paley
1990). Gordon Wells describes how,

learn some of the essential characteristics of written language. Reading
and discussing stories helps the child to cope with the more disembedded
uses of spoken language that the school curriculum demands. (Wells
1985: 253)

In summary, for young talkers to become readers and writers, they
need to:
• be in an environment where the people around them interact with them
positively using written language that they understand
• become aware of the world of print
• be encouraged to behave like readers and writers
• realise that print makes sense and is meaningful, just as talking makes
sense and is meaningful
• be involved in creative and rich language play/use (stories, songs,
rhymes, wordplay, conversations, critical reasoning)
• understand that what they say and what they think can be written down
and read by themselves and others
• want to do it for themselves
• be willing to make mistakes and take risks.
The following spontaneous writing attempt of Georgie aged four,
illustrate how, when given opportunities to engage meaningfully with
oral and written language, young children apply what they know to
construct new knowledge and to learn skills. From having had many
regular, enjoyable encounters with print, including comprehensible
stories shared with/read to her, Georgie knew about story-print conventions
and
story language
(thein stories
Fig. 12:
Reflecting
about science
isiXhosa she has heard have a beginning a
middle, and an end, a book has a cover, a title, pages, pictures and
Translation:
things
learned inpunctuation
Science.
words
to ‘go’Two
with
theI’ve
pictures,
etc.). She knew English
grammar
and
letter-sound
correspondences
from
other
things)
I learned about water evaporation and how to grow beans. I(among
will start with
beans.
First
being
exposed
to,
taking
notice
of
and
making
sense
of
a
rich
and
you put them under the ground. The roots grow, they stay for seven months. You varied
see,
version of story language and by making connections between the visual
beans are not like babies, because babies grow for nine months.
and aural clues. She was prepared to risk making mistakes by inventing
herWater
ownevaporation.
spellings (see Bissex 1980), applying her phonic knowledge.
Her
small-motor
co-ordination (drawing, letter formation) was develWhen it is hot, the sea rises. Then the clouds are formed and it rains.
oping through practice as she drew and wrote. To all of this, she applied
her own worldly concerns, emotional resources and imagination (the
story content) to construct her own story (see Bloch 1997, Kress 2000
for further examples of purposeful emergent writing).

[b]ecause stories are self-contextualising, sustained symbolic representations of possible worlds, they provide the child with the opportunity to
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about their daily activities. Motivation is high because they use language to

get things done as they are learning it and emotional satisfaction (affect) is
tied intimately into the experience. Don Holdaway says:
There is no more successful example of language learning than that provided
by mastery of native language during infancy. Since time before history,
regardless of race, class or educational background, families have succeeded
in transmitting their native language to their infants – or their infants have
succeeded in learning the language within a natural environment of language
use. (Holdaway 1979:19)

Attention to very young children who have learned to read and write
before school has led to realisations that under particular conditions, the
ways that young children learn oral and written language tends to be more
similar than different (Meek 1982, Bissex 1980). The different aspects of
language (talking, listening, reading, writing, translating and interpreting in
multilingual settings) are interrelated and learned together. Recognition is
given to the importance for literacy learning of young children’s symbolic
play and the way that children learn through play and imagination generally. When children learn oral and written language by playing with language they develop phonological awareness, an important literacy learning
skill (Goswami and Bryant 1990). Telling and listening to stories is valued
and promoted (Chukovsky 1963, Vygotsky 1978) because it exposes
children to a rich and complex form of language (Wells 1985, Gussin Paley
1990). Gordon Wells describes how,

learn some of the essential characteristics of written language. Reading
and discussing stories helps the child to cope with the more disembedded
uses of spoken language that the school curriculum demands. (Wells
1985: 253)

In summary, for young talkers to become readers and writers, they
need to:
• be in an environment where the people around them interact with them
positively using written language that they understand
• become aware of the world of print
• be encouraged to behave like readers and writers
• realise that print makes sense and is meaningful, just as talking makes
sense and is meaningful
• be involved in creative and rich language play/use (stories, songs,
rhymes, wordplay, conversations, critical reasoning)
• understand that what they say and what they think can be written down
and read by themselves and others
• want to do it for themselves
• be willing to make mistakes and take risks.
The following spontaneous writing attempt of Georgie aged four,
illustrate how, when given opportunities to engage meaningfully with
oral and written language, young children apply what they know to
construct new knowledge and to learn skills. From having had many
regular, enjoyable encounters with print, including comprehensible
stories shared with/read to her, Georgie knew about story-print conventions
story about
language
stories she has heard have a beginning a
Fig.
12:and
Reflecting
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Her
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co-ordination (drawing, letter formation) was develWhen it is hot, the sea rises. Then the clouds are formed and it rains.
oping through practice as she drew and wrote. To all of this, she applied
her own worldly concerns, emotional resources and imagination (the
story content) to construct her own story (see Bloch 1997, Kress 2000
for further examples of purposeful emergent writing).

[b]ecause stories are self-contextualising, sustained symbolic representations of possible worlds, they provide the child with the opportunity to
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All of Aviwe’s writing reflects her pre-occupation with communicating and
finding out. She is someone who writes because she has things to say. She is able
to do this because she has learned under the guidance of adults who expect that
what she writes will be meaningful, but that mistakes will be part of this process.
She thus has the confidence to make mistakes and invent her own spellings.
In Fig. 11, Ntombizanele and Aviwe (Grade 6) wrote using both
languages. Ntombizanele had the ongoing task to keep the children motivated enough to write in Xhosa – the status of English is such that even in a
nurturing environment children become easily tempted to opt for English.
This extract shows that Aviwe was ‘at home’ in both languages: she had the
multilingual sensitivity to use Xhosa to answer a question which was posed
in that language, she code-switched comfortably – using colloquial Xhosa
and a borrowed word. She also assumed (sadly, probably wrongly) that it
would be fine to enter a writing competition using both languages!
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South
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• show children (and adults) the power and satisfaction of communicattended to restrict his writing to copying. School expectations influence
ing through writing
home behaviour. Mostly he didn’t bother trying to write at all. The
•
provide
children
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with writing
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below
shows
how
he became
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when he had a really
good
• provide
reasonauthentic
to do so:samples
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for reading
something
and writing
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not listen to verbal
persuasion.
He
• provide opportunities for one-to-one interaction between
adult and
then decided to try
child
another way to
• help to counter the dearth of reading materials in African languages
convince me to
• improve and expand the adult writer’s writing and motivation
allow him to
to write
take
(and read)
the money that he
• provide an opportunity for each child’s voice to be heard
and responded
had saved
out of
to
the bank. He
mustered
the and
• contribute to the nurturing and emotional well-being
of children,
energy and conthus help to motivate learning.
centration to
invent his own
spelling and say
what he wanted to
say. The ‘stars’
that he put between words
marks the influence of the particular approach
to early writing of
his primary
school.
Fig. 2: Ivan’s letter. ‘Dear Mommy, why can’t I take out as much as I want? Even though I
just want a little. About 110 (rand). Why can’t I, it is my bank account.’

Fig. 1: Georgie’s story. ‘Sinde thought of a doll. So Sinde asked for a doll. Her Mom said
yes, said Sinde’s Mom. She was very happy. Mosa (Marsha) wanted a dress. But
she could not. Jan wished for a new pair of shoes. But she could not. None could
things. Not except for Sinde. The End.’
Fig. 11:have
Did their
you dance?
Translation: (Teacher) Did you dance the day when school closed? Sorry I didn’t come.
(Aviwe) Yes we danced. ...{continues in English} ... (please wish me luck).
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We can see from both of the above examples that emergent writing
can be used to help teachers with assessment and to plan future lessons.
When children write spontaneously, they expose and share what they can
do with writing – thus providing a clear record of their learning
progress.
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All of Aviwe’s writing reflects her pre-occupation with communicating and
finding out. She is someone who writes because she has things to say. She is able
to do this because she has learned under the guidance of adults who expect that
what she writes will be meaningful, but that mistakes will be part of this process.
She thus has the confidence to make mistakes and invent her own spellings.
In Fig. 11, Ntombizanele and Aviwe (Grade 6) wrote using both
languages. Ntombizanele had the ongoing task to keep the children motivated enough to write in Xhosa – the status of English is such that even in a
nurturing environment children become easily tempted to opt for English.
This extract shows that Aviwe was ‘at home’ in both languages: she had the
multilingual sensitivity to use Xhosa to answer a question which was posed
in that language, she code-switched comfortably – using colloquial Xhosa
and a borrowed word. She also assumed (sadly, probably wrongly) that it
would be fine to enter a writing competition using both languages!
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Fig. 2: Ivan’s letter. ‘Dear Mommy, why can’t I take out as much as I want? Even though I
just want a little. About 110 (rand). Why can’t I, it is my bank account.’

Fig. 1: Georgie’s story. ‘Sinde thought of a doll. So Sinde asked for a doll. Her Mom said
yes, said Sinde’s Mom. She was very happy. Mosa (Marsha) wanted a dress. But
she could not. Jan wished for a new pair of shoes. But she could not. None could
their
things. Not except for Sinde. The End.’
Fig. 11: have
Did you
dance?
Translation: (Teacher) Did you dance the day when school closed? Sorry I didn’t come.
(Aviwe) Yes we danced. ...{continues in English} ... (please wish me luck).
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We can see from both of the above examples that emergent writing
can be used to help teachers with assessment and to plan future lessons.
When children write spontaneously, they expose and share what they can
do with writing – thus providing a clear record of their learning
progress.
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Aviwe responded
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Like
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in Fig.
plenty
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of opportunities
letter is written
to interact
with feeling.
with people
around print in ways that encouraged them to behave like readers and
writers, with recognition being given to the value of what they were
trying to do (Hannon 2000). This framework is useful for conceptualising the kind of literacy requirements children need for them to thrive
as learners. The implication is that meeting these requirements gives
rise to conditions where young children have the kind of input and
support that motivates them and makes them feel secure enough to
risk trying to work out how to read and write for themselves.

31 July 2000

Literacy experiences
Learners need ...

Reading

Writing

status
of English
Journal
Writing and Afrikaans on the one hand, and the indigenous
African languages, on the other, as written languages.
Once the children were enjoying writing, we introduced the idea of writing
Adopting emergent literacy and literacy as social practice perspectives
journals to them. Two teachers wrote to the children – Erica Fellies wrote
in South Africa helps us realise that we have underestimated the signifiand responded in English, and Ntombizanele Nkence, in isiXhosa. The two
cance of the role that environments play in helping or hindering the
examples of Aviwe’s journal writing that follow reflect how interactive
development of reading and writing habits among young children and
writing allows children to express their different concerns and styles of
their families.
writing when they feel they are able to write to someone they trust and
ENVIRONMENTS FOR LITERACY
who cares about them.
In the first extract, the exchange between Aviwe, in Grade 3 and her
teacher was in English. When asked where she got the idea for her writing,
she told her teacher that she liked to read the ‘did you knows’ on the
Chappies bubblegum
Print-rich wrappers.
Print-scarce

Oral language

Child: Did you know that rain comes from the sea? when the sun is very hot. The sea is
sending little drops
Englishof water to the sun. And the wind comes
Africanand it rains.
Teacher: Wow!
Afrikaans

... opportunities

languages

1 August
2000
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variety of signs,
Little displayed or in use
notices,
leaflets,
Child:
Did you
knownewspapers,
that there are seven seas in South Afrika. And in Gauteng there is no
beach.magazines, books etc.
child’snot
language
Teacher:inI would
like to live where there are no beaches. I love to swim in summer

... recognition

and Cape Town has very beautiful beaches. What else do you know about South Africa?
Fig. 4: Environments for literacy
Love, Mrs Fellies
... interaction

... model

Fig. 3: Literacy Framework (Hannon 2000: 56)

Environments for Literacy
The framework in Fig. 3 is designed for relatively affluent settings in the
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are
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indicates,
very
little
car and All-Star (tekkies/trainers). It’s warm here and very nice. Is it nice there?print
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exists
in most of the African languages, and there is a vast difference in the
left me crying but brought me an All-Star. I was very happy. From Aviwe’
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The DoE’s Revised National Curriculum Statement says that emergent
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unlikely
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around print in ways that encouraged them to behave like readers and
writers, with recognition being given to the value of what they were
trying to do (Hannon 2000). This framework is useful for conceptualising the kind of literacy requirements children need for them to thrive
as learners. The implication is that meeting these requirements gives
rise to conditions where young children have the kind of input and
support that motivates them and makes them feel secure enough to
risk trying to work out how to read and write for themselves.
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in South Africa helps us realise that we have underestimated the signifiand responded in English, and Ntombizanele Nkence, in isiXhosa. The two
cance of the role that environments play in helping or hindering the
examples of Aviwe’s journal writing that follow reflect how interactive
development of reading and writing habits among young children and
writing allows children to express their different concerns and styles of
their families.
writing when they feel they are able to write to someone they trust and
ENVIRONMENTS FOR LITERACY
who cares about them.
In the first extract, the exchange between Aviwe, in Grade 3 and her
teacher was in English. When asked where she got the idea for her writing,
she told her teacher that she liked to read the ‘did you knows’ on the
Chappies bubblegum
Print-rich wrappers.
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Fig. 3: Literacy Framework (Hannon 2000: 56)
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must ask questions such as these: Who in the community knows how to
1 write? In what languages do people
2 write? How can schools both use and
extend community resources so that children will become writers? (Edelsky
1991: 52)

We all need to think about the messages that are being given to people
about the power, status and use value of their language/s as print language/s if they rarely or never see these used in writing. One critical
aspect of this is that there are insufficient appropriate stories and other
reading material in African languages. It is inescapably significant that the
youngest members of ‘literate’ communities will have shared at least
several hundreds of storybooks in their mother tongue before starting
school. Children (and adults) who become successful readers and writers
are ones who read voluntarily for enjoyment and information (Krashen
1993). One of the tasks for teachers is to take a careful look at their
community and ask themselves:
• What print do I see at school (exterior, interior), in classrooms (on the
walls, displays, in cupboards and on shelves), at home, in church, at the
shops, in the newspaper, in advertisements, etc.? (How) do adults and/
or children use this print?
• How can I make use of any of this for teaching my children in the classroom?
This simple sounding task is complicated by the fact that many teachers
themselves are not actually readers and writers – a fact that will prove to be
one of the major challenges to address in the future if we are to improve
literacy development for all in the longer term.
Fig.7: Two early letters
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forWynberg
Developing
1) ‘Battswood Primary
Gosport Road,
15 FebruaryEarly
1999. I Writing
did sums and stories.

While
it remains true that teachers need to know how print is used among
From Aviwe’
the
families of
theTeacher
children
they teach,
manyand
may
find
littleYamawele”
or nothing
that
2) Translation
‘Hello
Babazile,
I like Alladin
I like
“Netyala
because
appears
immediately
useful
in
African
languages
and
especially
in
rural
they make me happy’.
settings. Even so, they have to know how to provide children with relevant
In Fig
8, Aviwe
answeredGuidance
a letter from
in English
asked
two
literacy
learning
experiences.
can me
be found
in thewhere
rangeIof
interparticular
questions:
‘What
time
do
you
go
to
sleep?’
and
‘What
is
your
disciplinary principles that inform and underpin what are now considered
favourite
story?’
We used
questions
in the
beginning
to stimulate
responses
to
be sound
educational
practice
in early
childhood
education
(Bruce
in
the
children.
1987), early literacy (Holdaway 1979, Ferreira and Teberosky 1993,
After the first
fewliteracy
monthsasofsocial
letterpractice
writing,(Street
Aviwe1995),
was one
of bilingual
several and
Goodman
1986),
and
children who
began(Baker
to write
more,
and with
a good
measure
of fluency
in
biliteracy
education
1996,
Krashen
1982,
Cummins
1996,
Gregory
both
languages.
Some
letters,
especially
ones
with
an
emotionally
charged
1996, Hornberger 1990, Edelsky 1991):
message, sparked off an intense response. One of these was when Babazile
•wrote
Appropriate
teaching
begins
with
and about
builds aon
what of
children
know,
to the children
asking
their
advice
matter
great personal
including
their
languages.
concern: she was going to study abroad, and had been told that she could
not take her little boy with her. What should she do? Aviwe wrote in
English this time. Her objective was clearly to persuade.
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• Language is a resource rather than a problem.
• All aspects of language are interrelated and understandings in one
aspect help to develop and support other aspects (reading, writing,
speaking, listening, translating and interpreting).
• Children learn to write in similar ways to how they learn to speak –
through an active process of constructing and modifying hypotheses
about how language is used.
• To learn a language, written or spoken, the content needs to be made
comprehensible.
• Each of us is a learner and a teacher, and teachers and children learn
from each other.
• Mistakes offer insights into the learner’s understanding and development.
• Children learning literacy benefit from teaching approaches that focus
on involving children in using written language for real and personally
meaningful reasons.
Following these principles, a useful conceptual step with immediate
Fig. 8: My favourite is the Three Little Pigs
practical relevance is to move away from organising literacy skills as distinct
areas with separate component sub-skills to be taught by teachers and
practised by children before they can explore real reading and writing
activities with stories and other print (see Fig. 5):
Reading

Writing

Speaking

Listening
stories and other print

Fig. 5: A ‘separate skills’ approach to literacy

It is more useful to conceptualise an approach which integrates skills
and puts meaningful encounters with print at the centre of overlapping
and mutually reinforcing activities that are mediated and scaffolded by
the teacher (Fig. 6). This organisation helps teachers to move a classroom environment closer to one which approximates ‘natural’ language learning, where meaning making, interest and enjoyment are
valued,
Fig. 9: Doand
not leave
the divisions
your boy between different aspects of language are
blurred.
‘28 July 1999. Dear Miss Babazile, Do not leave your boy. Go with him. Tell the boss [you need
to – CB] go with your boy. That [would – CB] make me sad [if – CB] my mother did leave me.
You have a good boy. From Aviwe’
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must ask questions such as these: Who in the community knows how to
2 write? How can schools both use and
write? In what languages do people
extend community resources so that children will become writers? (Edelsky
1991: 52)

We all need to think about the messages that are being given to people
about the power, status and use value of their language/s as print language/s if they rarely or never see these used in writing. One critical
aspect of this is that there are insufficient appropriate stories and other
reading material in African languages. It is inescapably significant that the
youngest members of ‘literate’ communities will have shared at least
several hundreds of storybooks in their mother tongue before starting
school. Children (and adults) who become successful readers and writers
are ones who read voluntarily for enjoyment and information (Krashen
1993). One of the tasks for teachers is to take a careful look at their
community and ask themselves:
• What print do I see at school (exterior, interior), in classrooms (on the
walls, displays, in cupboards and on shelves), at home, in church, at the
shops, in the newspaper, in advertisements, etc.? (How) do adults and/
or children use this print?
• How can I make use of any of this for teaching my children in the classroom?
This simple sounding task is complicated by the fact that many teachers
themselves are not actually readers and writers – a fact that will prove to be
one of the major challenges to address in the future if we are to improve
literacy development for all in the longer term.
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• Language is a resource rather than a problem.
• All aspects of language are interrelated and understandings in one
aspect help to develop and support other aspects (reading, writing,
speaking, listening, translating and interpreting).
• Children learn to write in similar ways to how they learn to speak –
through an active process of constructing and modifying hypotheses
about how language is used.
• To learn a language, written or spoken, the content needs to be made
comprehensible.
• Each of us is a learner and a teacher, and teachers and children learn
from each other.
• Mistakes offer insights into the learner’s understanding and development.
• Children learning literacy benefit from teaching approaches that focus
on involving children in using written language for real and personally
meaningful reasons.
Following these principles, a useful conceptual step with immediate
practical relevance is to move away from organising literacy skills as distinct
areas with separate component sub-skills to be taught by teachers and
practised by children before they can explore real reading and writing
activities with stories and other print (see Fig. 5):

Fig. 8: My favourite is the Three Little Pigs
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Fig. 5: A ‘separate skills’ approach to literacy

It is more useful to conceptualise an approach which integrates skills
and puts meaningful encounters with print at the centre of overlapping
and mutually reinforcing activities that are mediated and scaffolded by
the teacher (Fig. 6). This organisation helps teachers to move a classroom environment closer to one which approximates ‘natural’ language learning, where meaning making, interest and enjoyment are
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writingstrategy
strategywas
wasletter
letterwriting.
writing.We
Wewanted
wantedto
to
enhance
enhanceother
otherattempts
attemptswe
wehad
hadmade
madeto
toget
getthe
thechildren
childrenin
inGrade
Grade11to
to
explore
explorewriting
writingfreely
freelyand
andcreatively
creatively(Bloch
(Blochwith
withNkence
Nkence2000).
2000).Even
Even
at
atthe
thebeginning
beginningof
oftheir
theirschool
schoolcareers
careersmany
manychildren
childrenhad
hadalready
already
internalised
internalisedthe
theformula
formulathat
thatwriting
writing=
=copying
copyingand
andneatly
neatlyformed
formed
letters.
letters.During
Duringtheir
theirGrade
Grade22year,
year,IIbegan
beganwriting
writingto
tothe
thechildren
childrenin
in
English
Englishand
andmy
mycolleague,
colleague,Babazile
BabazileMahlalela
Mahlalelawrote
wrotein
inisiXhosa.
isiXhosa.The
The
children
childrenwere
wereinvited
invitedto
towrite
writeback,
back,in
ineither
eitherlanguage.
language.
Fig.
Fig.77has
hastwo
twoletters:
letters:1)
1)Aviwe
Aviwewrote
wrotean
anEnglish
Englishanswer
answerto
tomy
my
letter
letterwhere
whereIIasked
asked‘What
‘Whatdid
didyou
youdo
doat
atschool?’
school?’22))She
Sheresponds
respondsin
in
Xhosa
Xhosato
toBabazile’s
Babazile’senquiry
enquiry‘What
‘Whatdo
doyou
youlike
liketo
towatch
watchon
onTV?’
TV?’Right
Right
from
fromthe
thestart,
start,Aviwe
Aviwe(and
(andmost
mostof
ofthe
theother
otherchildren)
children)were
werequite
quite
happy
happyto
toexplore
exploremoving
movingbetween
betweenthe
thetwo
twolanguages
languagesfor
forwriting.
writing.In
Inall
all
of
ofthe
theletters,
letters,punctuation
punctuationand
andspelling
spellingwere
werenot
notaapriority.
priority.We
Webebelieved
lievedthat
thatthese
theseconventions
conventionswould
wouldbe
bemastered
masteredover
overtime
timeand
andwith
withaa
lot
lotof
ofreading
readingin
inthe
therelevant
relevantlanguages
languagesand
andthat
thatthis
thiswould
wouldtake
takeaalot
lot
of
oftime
timeunder
underour
ourrelatively
relativelyprint-scarce
print-scarceconditions.
conditions.

Enabling
Enablingeffective
effectiveliteracy
literacylearning
learningininmultilingual
multilingualSouth
SouthAfrican
Africanearly
earlychildhood
childhoodclassrooms
classrooms
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